
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

You lifted us on to your ___________ places!1. (own/high)own high

And here I must mention that a ______________ cloud had been gathering
in the sky, for some time past, although it had not yet overspread the sun.
2.

(great/black)

great black

Jacques grew thin, dark circles surrounded his _____________ eyes;
rather than trouble his mother, he suffered in silence.
3.

(sweet/blue)
sweet blue

In a breast-pocket of his coat appeared conspicuously a ______________
volume fastened with clasps of steel.
4.

(small/black)
small black

But she had the _______________ heroism in little affairs.5. (womanly/true)true womanly

But he's a ___________ fellow.6. (good/old)good old

The question, like all __________________ questions, was debated round
the mast, and decided by vote.
7.

(important/other)
other important

What a ______________ house you've got!8. (cute/little)cute little

This story has called forth so _______________ inquiries that it seems
worth while to answer the more important questions which have occurred to
its readers.

9.

(curious/many)

many curious

They tried force, ______________ force.10. (brute/sheer)sheer brute

Then she went home and busied herself about _________________
matters more interesting to her than to us.
11.

(little/various)
various little

And she cared enough to soften the reproaches I had richly earned, with a
red rose warm from her ___________ heart.
12.

(warm/own)own warm

The _________________ chaplain, the Rev.13. (naval/American)American naval

It is instructive, but useful chiefly as a means to aid in the
________________ reproduction of nature.
14.

(true/artistic)true artistic
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The country was anew pervaded with ____________________
influences.
15.

(intense/religious)
intense religious

The _________________ face made such an impression on the Duchess
that she married him as soon as she was left a widow.
16.

(young/handsome)
handsome young

All of us have been stirred in the same way by the sight of Napoleon, or of
some ______________ man, made illustrious by his genius or by fame.
17.

(great/other)
other great

But, ____________ man, it wasn't the will that was wanting.18. (dear/poor)poor dear

In the ___________ years many others followed.19. (next/few)next few

James had sought his own throat, gathering the _____________ whiskers
together on the skin and bone of it.
20.

(white/long)
long white
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